
 

NUMERATOR PROMO INSIGHTS

Numerator Promo Insights helps brands connect 
promotional activities to changes in purchase behavior.
Determine the source of changes in sales volume for products promoted 
in print/digital weekly ads for you and your competitors.

Start the conversation today. hello@numerator.com

900M+
shopping trips 
captured

200K+
ad blocks coded  
per week

1,450+
retailers’ promotions  
monitored

450K
panelists submitting  
receipts

• Did putting the item on promotion increase household penetration?  
  Did the household penetration differ according to promotion placements, offer type, or timing?
• Are you bringing in net new buyers to your brand or category?  
  Or are you driving pantry stuffing with loyal customers? 
• What types of shoppers are most likely to buy your brand or category while on promotion?  
  Where do they shop? What do they buy?

Blend Numerator Insights data with Promotion Intel data. 

Gain a better understanding of the impact of promotional activities on purchase behavior.

Leveraging Numerator Promo Insights helps you answer important business 
questions for the planning and success of your trade promotion strategies

Understand impact of 
promotions on household 
penetration, buy rate, basket 
size, purchase frequency, etc.

ACCESS SHOPPER  
INSIGHTS

Identify % of incremental 
buyers when on promotion. 
Dive deeper into promo 
effectiveness by media types, 
offer types, page position, etc.

Enable your team to 
identify trends faster and 
expedite decision-making 
in this everchanging 
shopper landscape.

PERFORM DEEPER 
ANALYSIS

SPEED TO  
INSIGHT



NUMERATOR PROMO INSIGHTS

Start the conversation today. hello@numerator.com

Promo People/Trip Groups
Segment shoppers by whether they bought a product 
on or off promotion, what offer type they used, and/
or the placement of the promotion.  

• What are the demographics of heavy promotion buyers in my 
category / for my brand?

• How do BOGO deals affect my shopper metrics versus $ off?

Promo Insights Reports
Understand incrementality and effectiveness of your 
promotions and uncover how promotions impacted 
changes in shoppers’ purchase behavior including 
what they bought and where they shopped.  

• Is my promotion bringing in new buyers?
• Which brands am I sourcing volume from when on promotion?
• Which stores are my retail customers sourcing volume from 

during a promotion? 

Promo Instant Surveys
Survey actual purchasers on a promotion to 
understand the true reason for their purchase. 

• Are customers purchasing my product because it is on 
promotion?

Need insights into the impact of your trade promotions? 
Here’s how we can help …


